
Evidence Informed Health Practice – UNIT NOTES  

TOPIC 1: What, Why & How of Research  

Evidence-based practice: integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence 

from systematic research whilst incorporating the patient’s individual’s circumstances and values  

- Involves: clinical expertise, patient’s values & circumstance, best research evidence, availability of the resources 

(information from the practice context) 

 MEAN: average 

 MEDIAN = middle number 

 MODE= most often  

 STANDARD DEVIATION = shows how such the factors or members of sample differ from the mean value for 

the group. Shows the amount of variation or distance from the mean. Spread of data from the mean  

 

 Validity: tests what it’s supposed to test  

 Reliability: when a test produces consistent or same outcome 

 Bias: having a preference or inclination  

 Confounding: Factor that cause or prevent the outcome of interest, that is NOT the dependent or 

independent variable  

 

TOPIC 2: Levels of Evidence  

Evidence: facts or information indicating whether a belief or proposition is true or valid 

Point of care resources: electronic textbooks or detailed clinical handbooks, which are evidence-based and 

continuously updated. (eg: DynaMed, American College of Physicians, clinical evidence) 

Practise Guidelines: systematically developed statements to assist practitioner and patient decisions about 

appropriate healthcare for specific clinical circumstances 

- Guidelines = summarised form of evidence  

Baseline: sample characteristics before the intervention or study  

   - starting point, to provide a comparison throughout study & observe changes pre & post-test  

   - at baseline you want your p-value very high = to show there is no difference between 

    groups 
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(QUASI)  

Correlational & 

cross-sectional  



TOPIC 4: SAMPLING  

 

METHODS OF SAMPLING  

SAMPLE: selection or objects or observations taken from the population of interest 

1) Non-probability sampling: sampling technique where the samples are gathered in a process that does NOT 

give all the individuals in the population equal chances of being selected.  

Non- probability sampling method  Description  

Convenience Sampling  
(also known as accidental or haphazard)  

-Asking people to volunteer for study  
-units are sampled according to what is conveniently, accidentally or 
haphazardly available  
PRO:  cheap, quick and easy to conduct  
CON: often bias in some way (self-selection bias)  

Purposive Sampling  
(judgmental, selective or subjective 
sampling)  

-units from a pre-specified group are purposively sought out and 
sampled 
- sample that is selected based on characteristics of a population and 
the objective of the study  
PRO: good way to conduct research without breaching ethical issues 
(eg: studying smoker VS. non-smokers fitness)  
CON: very bias, create generalisations  
 

Modal instance sampling  
(type of purposive sampling)  

-mode is the "most common" occurrence; in modal instance 
sampling, units are prototypical of a predefined group are sampled 
- finds what is most common or typical within the sample and uses 
that to apply to population  

Expert sampling 
(type of purposive sampling)  
 

-When the researcher needs to get knowledge from individuals that 
have particular expertise 

Quota sampling 
(proportional & non- proportional)  

- sampling technique wherein the assembled sample has the same 
proportions of individuals as the entire population with respect to 
known characteristics, traits or focused phenomenon  
 

Heterogeneity or diversity sampling  
 

-samples are collected from very different and diverse  
-used when studying diversity and seeking a wide range of views or 
different subjects (eg studying ethnic groups within a city)  

Snowball sampling 
 

-initial unit(s) are sampled, and these units then identify more units to 
sampled, and so on 
- when existing study subjects recruit future subjects from among 
their acquaintances and so forth  

 

2) Probability Sampling: is a sampling technique wherein the samples are gathered in a process that gives all the 

individuals in the population equal chance of being selected. Involves random selection 

Probability sampling method Description  

Simple random sampling  - When every unit has the same chance of being selected  
PRO: unbiased, representative of population  
CON: can be difficult to conduct, expensive  

Stratified random sampling 
(proportional or quota sampling)  

- divide population into strata, then randomly select samples 
from each stratum 

- groups are chosen specifically to represent different 
characteristics in the population in each group a random 
sample is taken 

Cluster (area) random sampling  - population divided into clusters then chosen at random  
PRO: more convenient or practical 
CON: if clusters different = lead to bias or unrepresentative 



 


